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One of the primary challenges for hoteliers is labor. For many years, the hospitality industry has suffered a skills 

shortage as well as a high turnover rate. According to a study by Cornell University’s School of Hospitality 

Administration, staff turnover costs hospitality companies an average of around $5,800 per employee, which 

can pose a serious threat to a property’s success. And numerous surveys of hotel managers reveal their 

biggest challenge is recruiting new employees and retaining current staff. Without a doubt, labor-related issues 

are among the most time-consuming and frustrating aspects of the hotel business.

Another major industry disruptor is technology, which has reshaped the hotel business in only a few short 

years. Consider that as recently as 2009, the first hotel apps were just beginning to hit the market, travelers 

found vacation rentals by perusing magazines and newspapers, and small boutique hotels were the only 

properties that could create truly personalized guest stays. Fast-forward to the present and consumers now 

use hospitality apps to do almost everything—from checking in remotely to unlocking guest room doors. 

Similarly, hotel software has evolved by leaps and bounds, moving from outdated manual systems to 

sophisticated computerized solutions in a relatively short time.

Still another challenge to the industry is increasing competition. Today’s hoteliers face plenty of it, not only from 

other properties in their competitive set but also from non-traditional lodging alternatives such as vacation 

rentals and serviced apartments. Hotels must work harder than ever to understand what consumers want and 

keep them coming back. Loyalty is critical, as is the ability to measure it.

A fourth challenge is increasing guest expectations. With a seemingly insatiable appetite for personalized 

experiences, today’s consumers want memories that last a lifetime. Hoteliers must constantly monitor 

emerging trends—from ecotourism to foodie travel—to keep guests happy and beat the competition. The 

priority no longer lies in merely increasing the number of guests but in enhancing their stays.

Given these challenges, it’s no wonder hoteliers are seeking new ways to enhance operational performance 

and boost guest service. While almost every hotel uses solutions for property management, point-of-sale and 

customer relationship management, to name a few, some fail to employ comprehensive financial management 

technology. Still others struggle with outdated accounting software packages that limit their ability to analyze 

and improve performance and increase hotel profitability.

Yet, a comprehensive financial management software solution is a necessity not only for streamlining 

operations and fueling hotel growth but also for addressing the challenges of a rapidly changing industry.
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A data-driven 
approach to success
Data-driven financial 
management not only 
helps hoteliers identify 
costs and key performance 
indicators, such as 
occupancy, average 
daily rate and RevPAR, 
but also enables them to 
better understand guests 
and take advantage of 
revenue-generating 
opportunities. 

Moreover, it allows properties to recognize and correct problems quickly and efficiently. 

At a minimum, a financial management solution can automate core functions, such as accounts receivable, 

accounts payable and financial close. But it also can allow visibility into the property’s operations and help 

managers make more informed business decisions.

The most comprehensive accounting software solutions incorporate the following key features:

Open APIs. Hotels typically use multiple solutions, such as property management, point-of-sale, central 

reservations and customer relationship management systems. If these systems are siloed—as is often 

the case—the property can miss key opportunities to cut costs and maximize profitability. Therefore, 

any financial management solution should have open interfaces that allow managers to gather data 

from disparate sources. Only then will the hotel have ‘the big picture’ it needs to truly succeed.

 Cloud-based functionality. Cloud-based solutions are designed for the Web environment and 

can be used on multiple devices and operating systems. They offer direct and always-on access 

and are typically paid for on a per-month subscription basis. The benefits of cloud delivery are 

numerous, including scalability, flexibility. reduced IT costs, free upgrades and no up-front fees or 

capital investments. Ultimately, cloud computing is about capitalizing on a software delivery model 

that accelerates ROI and better aligns the hotel with the new dynamics of growing businesses.

Multi-entity management capabilities. Hotels typically manage many separate entities—

such as restaurants, golf courses, spas and meeting facilities—across  locations, brands or even 

separate divisions. It’s essential that a financial accounting software solution allow the hotel to 

measure key performance indicators for each operating unit in addition to offering an overall view of 

the entire property. It should also support local tax rules, accommodate individual reporting, enable 

entity-specific and global consolidation and automate inter-entity transactions and eliminations. 

Efficient entity financial management not only increases accuracy but also decreases the time and 

resources staff spend on manual processes.
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Role-based capabilities. The hotel’s financial management software 

should also allow the property to configure the software in a role-based manner. 

For example, a revenue manager might have access to all the reports, while 

a human resources manager’s access is limited to employee-related infor-

mation. That way, managers don’t get bogged down in a quagmire of data. 

Role-based access also adds an additional level of security to the data.

Real-time reporting. In the fast-paced hospitality industry, hotel managers 

must be able to access the right reports at precisely the right moment. In fact, 

real-time visibility into the property’s financial and operational KPIs is vital to 

gaining intelligent insights about the business. Only when managers have the 

most up-to-date information can they be proactive rather than reactive in their 

decision-making processes.

 User-friendly dashboards. The hotel’s financial management software 

should include dashboards and visualizations that make it simple for key 

stakeholders to gain visibility into the property’s business performance. After 

all, information is only useful if property managers can access it quickly and 

understand it easily. The solution should offer tailored views, slice-and-dice 

data, KPI visibility and visual indicators, such as charts and graphs, as well as 

high-level views and drill-down capabilities.

Real-time visibility 
into the property’s 
financial and operational 
KPIs is vital to gaining 
intelligent insights 
about the business.
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Oregon Resort 
Manages Growth 
with Sage Intacct’s 
Cloud-Based 
Accounting Solution
Tetherow Resort in central Oregon, which had its beginnings 
as a golf course, has expanded rapidly over the past decade 
to include a boutique hotel, vacation rentals, three restaurants, 
an event pavilion, a state-of-the-art fitness facility and more.
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In fact, the organization operates 20 individual entities that roll up into three wholly-owned subsidiaries, 

a complex business structure that was previously managed using a combination of spreadsheets and 

accounting software programs. Not surprisingly, monthly consolidations were a cumbersome process 

that required the finance team to manually key in much of the information. 

As Tetherow expanded, the finance team realized it needed a best-in-class enterprise financial 

management system and selected Sage Intacct, a powerful cloud-based solution that easily integrates 

with other applications the resort uses. The software immediately automated the tedious consolidations 

process, shortening it from more than a week each month to less than four hours, which, in turn, helped 

cut the monthly close in half, from 20 days to less than 10.

The team now runs a weekly cash analysis report directly in the system, saving approximately six hours 

that previously had been spent on bank reconciliations and tracking cash in Excel. By uploading both 

financial and statistical data from the property management system directly into Sage Intacct, they avoid 

duplicate data entry while obtaining valuable insights into the business. The team also leverages the 

software’s dimension capability to tag transactions with details, such as specific programs or 

departments, and then organize the data for more granular reporting. And the solution’s CEO dashboard 

enables them to view the property’s major entities on a daily basis to see how each is doing in terms of 

operating income, actuals-to-budget and other key indicators.

Sage Intacct’s intuitive interface and permissions-based cloud access allow 

the finance team to share appropriate information with the company’s 

managing partners in the Netherlands as well as with local staff in Oregon. 

As a result, managers throughout the business use real-time relevant data 

to drive budget planning and business strategy. Moreover, self-service 

accessibility minimizes the number of questions the finance team has to field. 

Best of all, the productivity improvements have enabled the property to 

handle rapid expansion without hiring additional accounting staff.

“Through all of these benefits, we estimate our investment pays for itself 

in less than three months each year,” said Tamara Crawford, chief financial 

officer. “And we love having a ‘big picture’ view at our fingertips to help us 

forecast the business and make timely decisions.”

“Through all of these benefits, 
we estimate our investment 
pays for itself in less than 
three months each year. And 
we love having a ‘big picture’ 
view at our fingertips to help 
us forecast the business and 
make timely decisions.”

–Tamara Crawford,
  Chief Financial Officer, 
  Tetherow Resort
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Global Hospitality 
Company Consolidates 
on Sage Intacct 
After Merger
Benchmark, a Texas-based global hospitality company, 
is an industry leader in the development, management 
and marketing of independent hotels, resorts 
and conference centers.

[ CASE STUDY #2 ]
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A pivotal moment in its evolution came in 2016 when the company merged with Gemstone Collection, 

a full-service management company specializing in upscale hotels and resorts. The newly merged 

company wanted to consolidate financial management on a single platform and faced a decision: 

Benchmark ran a hospitality-specific accounting and financial reporting solution, while Gemstone was 

running Sage Intacct. Which system to use? 

According to Brett Atkinson, Gemstone’s former chief financial officer and current senior vice 

president of finance at Benchmark, the decision turned out to be an easy one. “Gemstone had good 

experiences with Sage Intacct, while Benchmark had challenges with its vendor,” he said. Moreover, 

Gemstone was seeing great results by integrating Sage Intacct and ProfitSword, a business 

intelligence and budgeting solution geared to the hospitality industry.

 With Sage Intacct, Benchmark now manages financials across a complex environment of more than 

50 properties and 80 entities. At the property level, the company captures approximately $800,000 

per year in value by reducing manual accounts payable tasks and freeing staff to focus on higher 

value initiatives. At the corporate level, Sage Intacct’s multi-entity consolidation feature has simplified 

the way results roll up across the organization, and its multi-currency capabilities have proven 

valuable for Benchmark’s growing international presence. As the 

company expands, the finance team can set up a new entity in only two 

days, compared to as many as 20 days with other solutions.

Integration of Sage Intacct with ProfitSword has given Benchmark new 

insights into portfolio performance for more informed decision-making 

at every level. Daily information, including occupancy and profitability, 

is fed into ProfitSword and then into Sage Intacct, allowing detailed 

reporting in both systems. Moreover, Benchmark managers at each 

property can access daily performance data. Sage Intacct’s integration 

with FloQast financial close management software helps Benchmark 

streamline account reconciliations, while exporting data from a Workday 

payroll application into Sage Intacct has slashed manual labor from one 

hour to only five minutes every two weeks across 50 locations.

Atkinson is confident the software solution positions Benchmark to address any financial management 

challenge that arises. “Every time we encounter a complexity, we quickly find there’s a way to solve 

it with Sage Intacct,” he concluded. “If we have to accommodate consolidations with 10 layers of 

partnerships, we don’t worry about whether Sage Intacct can handle it, because it’s so easy to use.”

“Every time we encounter 
a complexity, we quickly 
find there’s a way to solve 
it with Sage Intacct.”

–Brett Atkinson, 
  Senior Vice President of Finance, 
  Benchmark Global Hospitality
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How Sage Intacct can help
With its flexible chart of 
accounts, Sage Intacct 
financial management 
software automates a 
wide range of hotel 
operating and ownership 
structures, including 
franchise operations, 
fractional ownership, 
global business units 
and other complex 
holding structures, 
all while managing 
consolidations from 
the parent company. 

It even helps properties keep pace with evolving revenue recognition requirements to ensure 

compliance without compromising efficiency. It’s the cloud-based accounting solution hotels 

need to strengthen their financial operations.

Built for the cloud from the ground up, Sage Intacct has open APIs, so it integrates with any 

system—from property management and point-of-sale to payroll and human resources. This 

integration allows managers to gain a one-stop view of the entire business. And, because it 

operates in the cloud, the solution offers a wealth of benefits, such as reduced IT costs, scalability, 

business continuity and automatic updates. Managers can spend their time focusing on higher 

value projects rather than laboring over spreadsheets and manual accounting processes.

Sage Intacct also features real-time reporting delivered in an easy-to-use customizable 

dashboard format. Users can easily focus on the data they need without becoming bogged 

down with extraneous information.

Although hotels often purchase hospitality-specific financial software, that can be a mistake. 

Many of those programs lack the key components that a more comprehensive accounting 

solution provides. Instead, hotels should consider a best-in-class software solution from a 

company that understands the hospitality market.

Sage Intacct works with a variety of hotel customers—ranging from small-to-mid-sized 

properties to large hotel management companies—who rely on its best-in-class cloud software 

to deliver the efficiencies and insights that keep them on the fast track of growth. Its accounting 

software solution is the only one recommended by the American Institute of Certified Public 

Accountants (AICPA), an independent organization that sets the highest standards for 

accounting applications.
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Although hotels often 

purchase hospitality-specific 

financial software, that can be a 

mistake. Many of those programs 

lack the key components that a 

more comprehensive accounting 

solution provides. Instead, hotels 

should consider a best-in-class 

software solution from a company that 

understands the hospitality market.

The American Institute of 
Certified Public Accountants 
(AICPA), which sets accounting 
standards, names Sage Intacct 
as its first and only preferred 
provider of accounting 
applications.
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